HAIR2LOVE

HAIR
EXTENSIONS
UNTANGLED!

RESEARCHED AND WRITTEN TO PROVIDE A
PROFESSIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF A LITTLE
KNOWN MARKET

HIGH-QUALITY HAIR
ISN'T EASY TO FIND
A HAIR LOVERS GUIDE TO HAIR EXTENSIONS

Being totally passionate about hair, it was a pleasure to do
this research so that you don't have to.
As a Russian and UK qualified hair extension technician, this
is my guide to the world of hair extensions, their origin, type,
characteristics, grades, and wear. This is not meant to be
groundbreaking, however, I hope this will help my fellow
hair enthusiasts and professionals to understand more about
the sometimes unclear hair extension industry.
It's with thanks to my manufacturing partners, the BBC, PR
Newswire, Persistence Market Research, and dozens of Blogs,
that I have created this brochure.
Thank you for reading.

Irina

IRINA GRIFFITHS
FOUNDER

THE GLOBAL HAIR EXTENSIONS MARKET IS WORTH AN
AMAZING £8BLN A YEAR.
That’s the GDP of Moldova, or 100 thousand Ferraris. There
is a global market with both the good and the bad involved.
What must you know?
The hair extension market is a crowded place and can be
confusing even for hair professionals. When shopping for
hair extensions, no matter what your budget is,
descriptions are often very similar, many claim to sell the
softest, most luxurious hair, a “celebrity choice”, 100%
Remy, or 100% human hair, so how on earth can you
navigate this impossible minefield?
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In this guide I have done my best to provide tips on what to
look out for when searching for beautiful, healthy hair, that
will last many maintenance appointments, remaining silky
and soft without shedding and acquiring split ends.

ALWAYS LOOK FOR
THE ORIGIN OF HAIR
ASIAN | INDIAN | BRAZILIAN | EUROPEAN | RUSSIAN | SLAVIC

Never settle for vague descriptions like "100% Remy
Human hair", this may mean the seller is avoiding
giving the full details, hiding the origin, and
therefore the true value of its price tag.

WHAT IS REMY HAIR?
Hair strands have cuticles, which look similar to fish
scales. Even if one hair strand is turned over, the
hair will grate/lock and turn into a matted ball.
Remy hair means that all cuticles remain intact and
aligned in the same direction, leading to a longer
lifespan and healthier, more shiny hair.

It’s safe to say that all good hair is Remy, but not
all Remy hair is good.
India and Asia combined equal 89% of the exported
value of human hair globally. As the hair is much
cheaper in these districts, I don`t believe it’s
unreasonable to assume that this equates to over
95% of hair globally in terms of quantity.
Why such a large percentage? It’s a simple fact that
Asian and Indian hair is available in very large
quantities, in many fittings and colours, whilst also
being widely commercialised, attracting many
customers through advertising and price.

DOES THE ORIGIN OF HAIR MATTER?

ASIAN HAIR
Much of the Eastern Asian block, such as China, Burma, and
Thailand form what is by far the biggest importer and
exporter of human hair in the world. However, you will
struggle to find shops or salons selling hair listed as
‘Chinese hair’, 'Burmese Hair', or 'Thai Hair'.
Why? Some of Eastern Asia has had a poor reputation in the
industry for many years, and for this reason,
manufacturers/sellers are trying to move away from selling
"Asian hair" instead choosing to be vague on origin, simply
referring to the product as "Remy Hair", "Human hair",
"European type" or "Euro grade".
Hair from this part of Eastern Asia has also gone through a
number of rebranding exercises to open up new markets –
Brazilian, Malaysian, and Peruvian are amongst the most
commonly known. A great example is China being
previously caught shipping large quantities of Asian hair to
Brazil, then selling it on as genuine Brazilian.
Can you believe this happens!
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CHINESE / ASIAN HAIR
Asian hair has long been a popular choice, and it does provide well if being
cost-conscious or looking for an occasional option. Asian hair will often be a
common choice for use in clip-in hair extensions.

WHY DOES ASIAN HAIR HAVE A POOR REPUTATION,
AND WHY SHOULD CAUCASIAN WESTERN WOMEN,
IN PARTICULAR, AVOID IT IF LOOKING FOR HIGHQUALITY, LONG-LASTING HAIR?
Analysing Chinese hair will show that it has twice the number of cuticle
layers; ten layers compared to the typical five layers found within the
hair of white Europeans, making the hair strands twice the diameter.
It’s very straight and will rest much heavier than a strand of Caucasian
hair of the same length.
There is no delicate way to transform black, coarse (thick hair shaft) hair
into fine and blonde. To adjust Asian hair for the western markets the
extensions must be aggressively processed and often damaged.

The BBC photographed hair in Burma

CHINESE/ASIAN HAIR TO WATCH OUT FOR CAN BE
SPLIT INTO 3 CATEGORIES:
Remy Hair. When all the hairs run in the same direction, but most of the
cuticle is stripped in an acid bath to make it finer, this hair is then
treated with silicone to make it soft and shiny. Asian hair is very straight,
so to achieve wavy or curly textures the extensions are baked in the oven,
or steamed in industrial machines at 200+ degrees. This type of hair
becomes dull and prone to split ends in a couple of weeks, it can be worn
for up to 6 months.
Non-Remy. The cuticle is fully stripped, this hair range will start tangling
from the first wash and will find a new home in the bin after a couple of
weeks. This hair type is often used for budget Clip-in extensions, similar
to the hair type below.
“Standard” or “Fallen” hair. This hair is literally collected from the floor
in the factories, the hair has fallen during the manufacturing process or
has been discarded naturally in private residences. It's commonly known
that Chinese women collect their hair from brushes and plug holes, and
once they have a few years' worth they will sell it to manufacturers ready
to untangle and strip the hair of cuticles. (You can read a bit more about
this on the Hair2Love blog referring to a BBC investigation).

Hair Manufacturing Factory - China
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It’s worth saying, all of the above doesn’t make all Eastern Asian hair bad
quality, many wigs loved by so many African-American women are made
from Asian hair. Vietnamese hair also has a reputation for being a good mix
of quality and affordability. With the cuticles intact and in naturally dark
shades, the hair can often be washed, styled, and last for years! However, if
the wearer is white European, hair from Eastern Asia will likely lead to
disappointment, no matter its quality, due to a poor structural match.

INDIAN HAIR
Indian hair is finer and softer than Asian hair, it does not
require such aggressive processing and adjustments to
ready for the Western market. The hair is naturally dark
brown or black and can be straight, wavy, or curly.
Thanks to ritual shaving or tonsuring in Indian temples,
large quantities of Indian hair is always available in the
supply chain, much of it is ethically sourced.
If you can find a manufacturer that is trading 100% Indian
hair, it is generally good quality, especially with the darker
shades. This good quality hair can often last 9-12 months.
In terms of price, Indian hair makes a good alternative to
the more costly Russian hair.

INDIAN HAIR... WHAT TO KEEP IN MIND?
To achieve lighter colours the hair has to be intensively
bleached. This procedure can be damaging for the hair
structure and in the case of some blonde extensions,
particularly budget ranges, the hair will neither look nor
feel the same after a few months of wear.
Indian hair is likely to become frizzy in humid conditions.
Most Indian hair is exported to China for manufacturing,
here it is unfortunately often mixed with Chinese hair
before being aggressively processed, and ultimately
damaged.

BRAZILIAN & EUROPEAN HAIR
BRAZILIAN HAIR

EUROPEAN HAIR

Original Brazilian hair is more expensive and thought by
many to be of better quality than Asian hair.

Virgin European hair is beautiful, full of similar qualities to
that of Slavic Hair, but you will find that the lengths available
are mainly short and that stock capacity is often limited, these
two factors make it difficult for any company to make it a
reliable product range.

This hair type is collected in Brazil and South America,
commonly dark brown or black in colour, high density,
and thickness, mostly curly or wavy. This hair type is a
perfect match for black women, also good for those with
Spanish and Italian hair types.

European women simply don’t have the mindset to sell their
hair when it’s time for a short pixie cut, therefore supply is
often, sadly, low.
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RUSSIAN & UKRAINIAN HAIR
RUSSIAN MONGOLIAN | SLAVIC HAIR

READY FOR WESTERN
MARKETS
Russian and Ukrainian hair has superb qualities for the
Western markets, yet Russia & Ukraine themselves have
less than 2% of the world’s population, making this specific
type of hair both high in demand and extremely rare.
It’s for this reason a huge counterfeit market exists, even in the
UK, salons and retailers will claim authenticity, but perhaps
even unknowingly so, they will often be selling hair that isn’t
from this region or is in some cases a mix with others, such as
Asian or Indian hair.

THE HAIR MARKET IS
UN-REGULATED.
Without DNA testing it’s impossible to prove fraud. Besides
that, many clients have nothing to compare it with, so sellers
get away scot-free!
Of course, some salons throughout the UK do source authentic
Russian & Slavic hair, but it often comes with a price tag
touching on £1,000 or more per full head, those salons will
likely have a lab on-site where the extensions are coloured and
placed on a fitting made-to-order. This process is essential to
minimise hair wastage and ensure well-matched colour and
fitting.
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RUSSIAN? WHAT RUSSIAN?
Researching the market will tell you of two distinct types of
Russian hair, these are:
Russian Mongolian. Otherwise known as Southern
Russian. This is more common and therefore, more
affordable.
Slavic Hair. The most superior hair in the world market,
very rare, and therefore the highest price. Typically
coming from Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus.

RUSSIAN MONGOLIAN
Finer and softer than Asian, Brazilian, and
Indian, however it shares the characteristic
of being mostly dark brown or black. This
hair type is also of the wider Asian group and
is collected on the Southern borders of
Russia, in Mongolia, Uzbekistan, and
Kazakhstan, hence its name.
Commonly this hair type is straight and
becomes slightly wavy when wet. Russian
Mongolian hair can vary greatly in quality
depending on how processed the hair is, and
this is reflected in the lifespan of the
extensions. Supporting this statement, darker
shades will last longer and wear better than
lightened extensions due to the additional
processing they would have endured.

HERE'S A LITTLE-KNOWN
SECRET...
The most long-lasting and healthy light
blonde shades are made from grey hair.
However, this does mean more demand from
a market of less supply, and therefore a
higher price tag.
Generally, this hair is pretty strong and
resistant, with the correct aftercare Russian
Mongolian hair can last anything from 12 to
36 months. It is best matched to a coarse
(thicker hair shaft) hair type in Caucasian
women.

RUSSIAN SLAVIC
Fine to medium, true Slavic hair can be
straight, wavy, or curly, it’s naturally light
brown, dark blonde, or blonde. Slavic hair
extensions are the most in-demand
specifically because it is a fit for the majority
of Caucasian western women.
Slavic hair is ultimately the most luxurious,
lightweight, and silky hair on the market,
with the additional benefit of having less
tendency to brassiness.

WHO WANTS VOLUMINOUS
HAIR?
Slavic hair bundles have the maximum level
of density, meaning bigger hair volume for
the same weight. To put this simply, a 100g
bundle of Slavic hair will be thicker in
volume (more voluminous) than a bundle of
any other type. The finer the hair, the more
hair strands it will take to make the weight of
the bundle.
European and Slavic are the only two hair
types that do not require a hair-damaging
session of bleaching to achieve the lighter
blonde shades. Little processing ensures
healthy and soft blonde extensions with very
even colours, ready for many months of
wear. Slavic hair is without a doubt the true
diamond in the hair extensions crown.

IF SLAVIC HAIR IS SO
AMAZING, WHY IS IT SO
LITTLE KNOWN IN THE UK?
First of all – it has great rarity. Unlike with
Asian or Indian hair, factories cannot buy
huge bulks ready to make 30+ different
colours in all fittings. If you can imagine that
a large retailer is selling 5 different lengths in
5 different fittings, this is already 750
different products that the retailer will have
to store.
Secondly, there are also issues that come with
mass-market production. When hair
extensions are manufactured on an industrial
level similar to Asian, Indian, and to some
extent Russian Mongolian, factories must
have the machinery to ensure that specific
orders of a particular length or colour can be
produced perfectly accurately, this
processing cannot be done by hand.
To ensure that all shades come out of the
factory exactly the same in all batches, the
hair must go through aggressive colouring
procedures, this would mean stripping fine
Slavic hair of many natural qualities that this
hair type uses to establish itself at the very
top of the market. Therefore, this process is
illogical. Slavic can only be hand-drawn and
hand-manufactured, with the gentlest
approach.
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MUST KNOW WORLD OF HAIR
HAIR GRADES | DONORS | NATURALLY & DOUBLE DRAWN

HAIR GRADES
Number One. There is no universal
standard for grading human hair
extensions.
Hair grading started roughly 10 years ago
in 2011, the system was introduced by
China, starting out with Grade 5A being
the highest quality of hair.
Just a couple of years later, Grade 6A was
introduced. In 2017, Brazilian hair became
7A, then Virgin hair taking an 8A Grade in
2018.
Now it’s common to find 9A or 10A, some
even claiming to sell 11A or 12A. Is the
hair sold from China now twice better
quality than 10 years ago?

Unfortunately, the hair extension industry
is unregulated, leaving it open for
exploitation. Technically, a trader can tag
even non-Remy hair "9A Grade” without
fear of any consequences. Hair grading is
simply another way for dubious
manufacturers to stay competitive and
bring new "better quality" hair to the
market.
To keep up with the competition, many
large hair retailers have also created their
own grading systems that can refer to
different characteristics - some referring
to quality, others to density, others to how
drawn the hair is.

SINGLE DONOR VS MULTIPLE (HAIR MIX)
Cut from a single donor, or cut from
many. Is there a difference? There are
certainly different opinions, I would argue
that there is little if any benefit to hair
extensions taken from a single donor or
mix, providing that the hair is dark brown
or black, or of Asian, Indian, Brazilian, or
Russian Mongolian descent. With the hair
texture being similar from one bundle to
another, the difference is generally too
minor to notice.
However, Slavic hair can be a different
story. With less processing, bundles can
be lighter or darker, heavier or finer, but
not if the hair bundle is from a single
donor. Single donor bundles provide the
ultimate level of consistency, and can be
toned evenly for a natural result.
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IS SINGLE DONOR HAIR
BETTER?
Perhaps, but even with Slavic hair, there
is a downside. Bundles originating from
one head/donor can only be single or
naturally drawn, all the short hair will be
drawn out, leaving a natural thinning
towards the tips.
Nature made us all different, and there
are bundles that come looking fully
double drawn when others will have less
volume towards the tips. Single donor hair
is more natural, but when purchasing the
hair, you must be ready to accommodate
its variations.

NATURALLY DRAWN VERSUS DOUBLE DRAWN HAIR
As most will know, double-drawn hair is the most expensive, it is
labour intensive to produce and the hair must start longer to be
drawn to the same length. In a double-drawn bundle, you can
expect most of the hair to be the same length, giving big volumes
not just by the root, but also at the tips. Double drawn is certainly
the way to go when the wearer is looking for additional volume,
rather than to add big length.
In cases where the wearer wants to go from a shorter hairstyle to
longer lengths, blending of the top layers will likely be needed
for a natural appearance. A more natural look can be achieved by
using naturally drawn hair, which will also be more costeffective.

GIANT VOLUME, OR A
NATURAL LOOK. ALL IS
POSSIBLE WITH
NATURALLY OR DOUBLE
DRAWN.
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ALL ABOUT HAIR
AUTHENTIC | RUSSIAN & SLAVIC | HIGHEST OF QUALITY
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WHAT IS
HAIR2LOVE?
MY PASSION
In short, Hair2Love supply trade specialists,
stylists, and customers, with the very highest
quality of Russian and Slavic hair on the
market, without exception or compromise.

MY PERSONAL
PROMISE TO YOU.

The longer story starts with me. My name is
Irina, I was born and lived in Russia until I
was 27 years old, I have been absolutely
hooked on hair extensions my entire adult
life, finally qualifying in Russia and the UK as
a technician. I am the Founder of Hair2Love.

The hair that is sold under my brand name
is 100% Russian Mongolian and Slavic hair,
ethically sourced, with no mixing of any
lower quality hair. All our bundles are
custom made and gently coloured from
Virgin hair; this ensures the highest quality
of extensions with the longest of lifespans.

I moved to the UK 10 years ago with my
English husband, and honestly, since the day I
arrived in the country I`ve searched high and
low for good hair. I`ve tried a number of hair
salons, online retailers, and mobile
hairdressers. My final attempt came through a
London based specialist, I paid £600 for the
hair before removing it after just 2 weeks of
wear. Imagine my distress and
disappointment.

WE'RE SOURCING
MORE AMAZING
HAIR!

From that moment I was either buying new
hair during my visits to Russia or asking my
family to bring extensions with them when
they came to see me in the UK. Knowing
others in the UK had similar stories to mine, I
took a leap of faith, landing firmly on my own
hair brand, Hair2Love.

I NOW HAVE ONE
MISSION IN MIND.
TO NEVER
COMPROMISE ON
QUALITY OR SERVICE.
I`ve conducted thorough research within the
industry and started Hair2Love with two
manufacturers in Russia and the Ukraine.
They both have many years of experience in
manufacturing authentic and quality hair,
with one of them being an award-winning
academy for colouring techniques, educating
manufacturers across Eastern Europe.

Hair2Love is constantly growing stock of the
most in-demand lengths and colours, more
hair than ever is now in stock and available
with free delivery within 2-3 working days.
Any hair requiring pre-order will take
roughly 2-4 weeks to be manufactured and
arrive.
I hope you will enjoy browsing my website
www.hair2love.co.uk, please do not
hesitate to get in touch if you have any
questions. You can do this via the chat
widget on my website, or my social media:
Facebook - @hair2lovebyirina
Instagram - @hair2love_by_irina
Thank you for taking the time to read my
introduction, I look forward to providing
you with wonderful hair.
Irina from Hair2Love
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HAIR2LOVE

THANK YOU FOR READING.
Please visit www.hair2love.co.uk for more
about hair, to see our products, or place an
order.
Hair2Love can supply a broad range of
lengths and fittings.
Hair2Love is a small UK business, it is run to
provide a personal service, with quality and
customer satisfaction at heart.

Our product fittings include:
- Hair On Tape
- Wefts
- Flat-Tip
- Nano Rings
- I-Tip (Mini-Tip)

